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Abstract: To study the effects of pulsed magnetic fields of different intensities on the dislocation
density, residual stress, and hardness of Cr4Mo4V steel, magnetic treatment is conducted at 0, 1.0, 1.3,
1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 T. The dislocation density and residual stress are measured using Electron Backscatter
Diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray technique, respectively. The results reveal the dislocation density and
compressive residual stress decrease at lower magnetic fields such as 1.0 T and 1.3 T, while they
increase at higher magnetic fields such as 2.0 T and 2.5 T. The average value of kernel averaged
misorientation (KAM) and compressive residual stress decrease about 10.4% and 15.8%, respectively,
at 1.0 T, while they increase about 5.88% and 18.2%, respectively, at 2.5 T. The average value of
hardness decreases about 3.5% at 1.0 T, from 817 HV to 787 HV. With the increments of intensities, the
hardness of the treated samples increases. The hardness essentially remains unchanged at 2.0 T and
2.5 T. The reason for the dislocation motion under the action of pulsed magnetic fields is discussed.

Keywords: pulsed magnetic fields of different intensities; Cr4Mo4V steel; dislocation density; residual
stress; hardness

1. Introduction

Cr4Mo4V steel is widely used in extreme environments owing to its high strength, hardness,
toughness, and contact fatigue resistance at high temperatures (300–350 ◦C) [1]. However, extreme
working conditions such as high contact pressure, speed, and temperature will accelerate the rolling
contact fatigue (RCF) failure of bearing steels, thereby shortening bearing life [2]. Therefore, keeping
Cr4Mo4V steel bearings away from RCF failure and extending the service life of these bearings are
very important [3].

Several investigations have shown that a certain degree of residual compressive stress could delay
the occurrence of RCF failure of bearing steel [4–9]. Bryan, et al. [5] found that the material properties
of AISI M50 bearing balls with initial residual compressive stress change less than those without this
initial stress. Dommarco, et al. [6] revealed that the existence of residual compressive stress delayed
the occurrence of fatigue failure of the SAE 52100 steel. Youngsik [7] investigated the effects of residual
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stress on the rolling contact fatigue of cold-worked parts and revealed that the RCF performance could
be improved by adjusting the distribution of residual stress inside the components.

At present, natural aging, heat treatment, hammer peening, surface strengthening, and ultrasonic
impact treatments have been the main methods to adjust the distribution of residual stress [10].
Magnetic treatment could be a supplementary method for samples treated by these main methods,
which could further improve the mechanical properties.

The effect of magnetic fields on residual stress [10–12], wear behavior [13], fatigue behavior [14],
tensile properties [15], surface hardness [16], and crack growth [17] have been investigated in
ferromagnetic materials. These studies have shown that ferromagnetic materials treated with specific
magnetic fields possess better mechanical properties than those untreated. Shao et al. [10] revealed
that the residual compressive stress reduced about 14.26% after treatment of 1.0 T pulsed magnetic
field. Choi [14] found that the fatigue life increased as a result of the increments in yield strength,
tensile strength, and elongation and the decrement of elastic modulus after magnetic field treatment.
The following reasons were discussed: more cementite precipitation and the decrement of residual
compressive stress after treatment. Paulmiera [16] revealed that the fluctuations in the friction
coefficient and wear rate decreased, while the surface hardness and dislocation density increased with
magnetic field treatment at room temperature. These studies have mainly focused on microstructure,
residual stress, and mechanical properties before and after treatment. Only a few discussed effects of
different magnetic fields on ferromagnetic materials. For example, Cai et al. [11,12] found that residual
stress could decrease or increase after the treatment of pulsed magnetic fields of different intensities.

Dislocations in crystals could be separated into two types with regard to their function,
geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) and statistically stored dislocations (SSDs). GNDs
occurred in strain gradient fields because of the geometrical constraints of the crystal lattice. SSDs
evolved from random trapping processes during plastic deformation [18]. GNDs would contribute far
more than SSDs to the total dislocations when the characteristic scale is smaller than the dislocation
dipole size and the plastic strain is very small [19,20]. Kernel averaged misorientation (KAM) is defined
as the average misorientation between a central point and points around the center, except those out of
the grain boundary. KAM values characterize changes caused by geometrically necessary dislocations
in the local misorientation. The previous results reported by our co-author in Rui et al. [21] confirmed
that KAM serves as a qualitative description of true dislocations density distribution using the coupled
Electron Backscatter Diffraction and Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging observations. KAM plotted
as a map reveals areas with an increased density of the defects, and as an average value for the whole
scan, may reflect material strain history [21–25]. The KAM map is very similar with its GND map, as
shown in Calcagnotto et al. [22]. The changes of KAM could also serve as a qualitative description of
changes of true dislocations density with the same EBSD scanning step size and 2D coordinate system
in the EBSD observational surface [21].

In this paper, the effects of pulsed magnetic fields of different intensities on dislocation density,
residual stress, and hardness of Cr4Mo4V steel are investigated experimentally. The reason for the
dislocation motion under the action of pulsed magnetic fields is discussed. This investigation provides
the reference for determining appropriate magnetic treatment parameters that could improve the
mechanical properties of Cr4Mo4V steel.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

Cr4Mo4V steel that has been heat treated was employed for this study. The chemical composition
of this Cr4Mo4V steel is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the Cr4Mo4V steel (wt.%).

Steel Cr Mo V C Mn Si Ni Cu S P

Cr4Mo4V steel 4 4 1 0.72 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.01

Six samples for EBSD measurements, numbered as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, were prepared by wire cutting.
The sizes of these samples are 15 mm × 15 mm × 5 mm.

Six samples with the size of 15 mm× 15 mm× 5 mm were prepared for residual stress measurement.
Six circular measurement areas in each sample were randomly marked with a diameter of 2 mm by
CO2 laser.

Seventy-two samples with the size of 15 mm × 15 mm × 5 mm were prepared for Vickers
Hardness testing.

The surface of all specimens was produced by wet grinding on 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200,
1500, and 2000-grit sand papers, and mechanically polished to be scratch-free. All specimens were
cleaned ultrasonically with acetone and dried. To maintain the structural integrity of samples, the
whole cross-section surface was prepared by argon ion-beam polishing (EM TIC 3X, Leica, Germany),
using an accelerating voltage of 4.5 kV for 4 h.

2.2. Materials Characterization

The surface of Cr4Mo4V steel was etched with the 10% HNO3–CH3CH2OH solution for 30 s. Then,
the microstructure of Cr4Mo4V steel was obtained using scanning electron microscopy (FEI, QUANTA
200 FEG, Netherlands). Phase analysis was conducted using X-ray diffractometer (D/max-2500/PC,
Rigaku Corporation, Japan) with Cu Kα1 radiation, and the parameters were 45 kV, 35 mA at 293 K.
The measuring range was from 30◦ to 120◦ and a continuous scanning mode was used with the speed
of 1◦/min.

2.3. EBSD Tests

The EBSD experiments were conducted on a scanning auger probe (ULVAC-PHI 710, ULVAC-PHI
INCORPRATED, Japan) equipped with an OXFORD Instruments NordlysMax2 EBSD system with a
voltage of 20 kV and a current of 8 nA. EBSD data collected during the test were processed using EDAX
OIM v.7.2 software. This EDAX OIM software was used to calculate KAM values and maps. KAM is
calculated using only the nearest neighbors (one step or first order KAM), maximum misorientation
of 5◦, and all points in the kernel [25]. The inverse pole figure and phase distribution map are also
calculated using this EDAX OIM software.

The same areas were observed in the scanning electron microscope before and after magnetic
treatment. EBSD settings (e.g., working distance, magnification) were kept as consistent as possible for
the reference and exposed specimens through the test. A small zone of 5 µm × 5 µm was scanned at
5000×magnification before and after treatment, where the step length was set to 0.01 µm. EBSD data
were cleaned using grain dilation type. The cleaning up parameters included grain tolerance angle
and minimum grain size. The grain tolerance angle was 5 and minimum grain size was 2 for the first
time. The grain tolerance angle was 2 and minimum grain size was 1 for the second and third times.

2.4. Residual Stress Measurement

Residual stress was measured by µ-X360s (Pulstec, Japan) with Cr Kα1 radiation and the
parameters were 30 kV, 1 mA at 293 K. The diameter of illuminated surface of this µ-X360s was 2 mm.
Circular measurement areas were already marked with the diameter of 2 mm in each sample. Each
area was measured before and after pulsed magnetic field treatment. This measurement takes 30 s for
X-ray exposure and 90 s for displaying the results of residual stress.
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2.5. Vickers Hardness Measurement

Vickers hardness test was conducted on FM-810 (Future-Tech, Japan) with a load of 500 gf at a
holding time of 10 s. There were six groups corresponding to six kinds of pulsed magnetic fields of
different intensities. Twelve samples with the size of 10 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm were prepared in each
group. Six samples were measured before treatment and the other six samples were measured after
treatment. In each sample, ten random points were measured. In total, sixty points were measured
separately before and after treatment in each group.

2.6. Pulsed Magnetic Field Treatment

The self-made pulsed magnetic field equipment [11,12] includes two parts, as shown in Figure 1a.
The first part is the pulse power supply, which can output the sine wave and square wave. The pulse
width and frequency can be adjustable in succession within the range of the fixed one. The second
part is a magnetic field generator. This generator includes magnet yokes and current carrying coils.
The cavity size can be adjusted to generate a continuously tunable pulsed magnetic field from 0 T to
2.8 T.

Half sine-wave pulsed magnetic field was used, as shown in Figure 1b. The maximum intensities
of pulsed magnetic fields were 0 T, 1.0 T, 1.3 T, 1.5 T, 2.0 T, and 2.5 T. The pulse frequency was 1 Hz.
In total, 55 pulses were used in each group at room temperature.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the pulsed magnetic field equipment; (b) half sine-wave pulsed magnetic
field during the treatment.

3. Experiment Results

3.1. Materials Characterization

The main phases of this Cr4Mo4V steel are tempered martensite and carbides. The structure of
tempered martensite is flaky or needle-like. Original austenite grain boundaries are observed and the
original austenitic grain size in the matrix is within the range from 20 to 60 µm, as shown in Figure 2a,b.
The structure of carbides is lumpy or spherical. Carbide constituent elements include Fe, C, Cr, Mo,
and V. The grain size of carbides is within in the range from 0.5 to 6 µm. Globular carbide particles of
about 0.5–2 µm distribute along the original austenite grain boundaries discontinuously, as shown
in Figure 2c. The typical (110), (200), (211), (220), and (310) peaks of martensite are determined in
Figure 2d. The peaks of retained austenite, such as (111) and (200), are not observed owing to its
extremely low content.

The inverse pole figure and distribution map of phases are shown in Figure 3. The crystal
orientation of martensite laths in the same original austenite is similar and twin structures are observed
in Figure 3a. The main phases are martensite and carbides, while almost no retained austenite exists,
as shown in Figure 3b. The width of the tempered martensite lath is within the range of 0.2–1 µm and
the length is within the range of 0.2–5 µm.
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Figure 3. (a) Inverse pole figure of the Cr4Mo4V steel; (b) distribution map of phases.

3.2. Dislocations

KAM maps of six samples before and after treatment are shown in Figure 4. The color bar from
blue to red corresponds to KAM values from 0◦ to 5◦ in the bottom. The black lines represent grain
boundaries. The regions divided by these black lines represent individual martensite grains inside
the maps. Sample 1 is a control group without treatment, while the other five samples are treated.
The subarea selected by the frames in each map is with obvious changes.

It can be seen from Figure 4a, the control group, that there is little change before and after
treatment. The green and yellow color fade and the blue color is pronounced in grains and around
grain boundaries, which imply the reduction of KAM values in the selected subarea of Figure 4b,c,
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for example, area 1 and area 2 in Figure 4b and area 1 in Figure 4c. The green and yellow color are
pronounced in the most selected subarea of Figure 4d–f, for example, hot spot a in Figure 4d and hot
spot a and b in Figure 4f. However, there are still some areas where the green and yellow color fade,
for example, hot spot b in Figure 4d and hot spot c in Figure 4f. These results indicate the KAM values
decrease at 1.0 and 1.3 T, while the increase and decrease of KAM values coexist at 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 T.
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Figure 5 shows the density curves of KAM values before and after treatment corresponding to
KAM maps in Figure 4. Figure 5b,c show that the density curves of KAM after treatment in each is
offset to the left compared with untreated, which means the overall values decrease after treatment at
1.0 and 1.3 T. Figure 5f shows the density curves of KAM after treatment are offset to the right, which
means the overall values increase after treatment at 2.5 T.
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The results in Figure 6 quantitatively describe the phenomenon in Figures 4 and 5. They reveal
the average value of KAM after treatment reduce from 0.84◦ and 0.60◦ to 0.75◦ and 0.55◦ at 1.0 T and
1.3 T, respectively, while the average value of KAM after treatment separately increase from 0.64◦ and
0.68◦ to 0.67◦ and 0.72◦at 2.0 and 2.5 T, respectively.
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3.3. Residual Stress

The details of residual stress distribution are demonstrated in Figure 7. The result of the control
group is shown in Figure 7a. The average residual compressive stress of six areas in each group
decrease at 1.0, 1.3, and 1.5 T, from 21.5 MPa to 18.1 MPa, 40.3 MPa to 36.7 MPa, and 69.7 MPa to 64.4
MPa, respectively, while they increase from 132.5 MPa to 147.7 MPa and 73.7 MPa to 87.1 MPa at 2.0
and 2.5 T, as shown in Figure 8. Though the average residual compressive stress decreases at 1.0, 1.3,
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and 1.5 T, the compressive stress in some specific areas, however, increases. For example, it increases
from 18.0 MPa to 32.0 MPa in Area 1 in Figure 7b, from 32.0 MPa to 43.3 MPa in Area 3 in Figure 7c,
and from 62.0 MPa to 69.2 MPa in Area 4 in Figure 7d. From Figures 7 and 8, the maldistribution
of residual compressive stress could be seen in different samples with the lower limit of residual
compressive stress of about 160 MPa and the upper limit about of 18 MPa in Cr4Mo4V steel.
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3.4. Vickers Hardness

Superior hardness is critically important for bearings working in extreme environments because
of the demand of long fatigue life [26,27]. Figure 9 shows the distribution of sixty hardness points
both before and after treatment. The result of the control group is shown in Figure 9a. From Figure 9,
we could see the minimum hardness of Cr4Mo4V steel is higher than 700 HV and the maximum value
is below 860 HV. Figure 9a,e,f reveal that there are no clear differences before treatment and after
treatment. The hardness points treated are lower overall in Figure 9b–d.
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Figure 10 presents average values of hardness before and after treatment. It indicates that the
hardness of untreated samples is distributed equally and the average value is 817 HV. The average
values of treated samples reduce to 787 HV, 789 HV, and 798 HV at 1.0 T, 1.3 T, and 1.5 T, while the
values essentially remain unchanged at 2.0 T and 2.5 T.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Mechanism of Dislocation Movement with Magnetic Treatment

Figures 4–6 reveal that the dislocation density decreases at 1.0 and 1.3 T, while it increases at 2.0
and 2.5 T. The mechanism explanation of dislocation motion under pulsed magnetic field can be divided
into two types. The first is magnetoplastic effects. The energy state of the electrons in the pinning area
of dislocations changed under magnetic field treatment, which accelerates the electrons transformation
from singlet state to triplet state, and then increases the mobility of the vacancy or impurity atoms so
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that the dislocation depinning could occur under the original stress field, and thus leads to dislocation
movement and transformation of the microstructure [28–32]. As shown in Figure 11a, the spin state
of the electron pair forming a covalent bond has a ground state and excited state, and excited states
can be divided into the S state (singlet state) and T state (triplet state) according to their total spin.
Black arrows indicate frequent state transitions and white arrows indicate infrequent state transitions.
Gs-S denotes the S state in the ground state, Es-S denotes the S state in the excited state, and Es-T
denotes the T state in the excited state. The transformation between Gs-S and Es-S is frequent as
thermal activation during the transformation between Gs-S and Es-T is much lower owing to the
spin-forbidden transition.

∆g-Mechanism [29,31,32] is a visualized model and discusses the Larmor frequency difference
caused by non-collinear of µ and B in Equation (1).

ωp =
µgB

h
(1)

whereωp is precession angular frequency; B is the magnetic field; µ the is magnetic moment of electron;
and h is the Planck constant. As shown in Figure 11b, because of the pulsed magnetic field, the Larmor
precession angular frequency of the electron pair changes faintly ωp → ωp′ , which produces a chance
for electron pair to transform their state from ground singlet state or excited singlet state to excited
triplet state. The frequency of these changes (from singlet state to triplet state) could increase from 0 to
108~109 s−1 inside the materials [30].

Once the electron pair energy state changed into Es-T, it can remain excited for a long time
because the transition from triplet state (Es-T) to ground state (Gs-S) or excited singlet state (Es-S) is
spin-forbidden owing to the spin selection rule. The excited triplet state has a lower binding energy
than the ground singlet state. The metallic bond can be analyzed using localized models, such as
the covalent theory of metals [33], which attributes metal bonding partially to the covalent bond,
thus making it possible to apply the magnetically induced electron pair energy state change mechanism
to the magnetoplastic effects of metals and alloys. Briefly, the magnetic field can cause the bonding
electron pairs to transform from singlet state to triplet state and the bonding electron pairs will exist in
the excited triplet state for a long time. The result is that the covalent bond is much easier to break. The
atomic mobility is enhanced and the atom-migration-related processes are prompted [34]. Thus, the
mobility of vacancy or impurity atoms increases so that the dislocation depinning could occur under
the original stress field and leads to the dislocation movement.
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Second, magneto-vibration would occur inside steel materials, which provides impetus for the
dislocation movement with a positive and negative magnetostriction coefficient. This magneto-vibration
is induced by the change of the magnetostriction coefficient. The magnetostriction coefficient is positive
under the treatment of a weak magnetic field, while the magnetostriction coefficient is negative under
the treatment of a strong magnetic field [10,35–37]. This vibration provides energy for the dislocation
movement. It should be emphasized that the thermal energy induced by a magnetic field with an
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intensity of several Teslas is ignorable [34]. As the total processing time is only 55 s, the temperature of
the Cr4Mo4V steel sample hardly changes.

Figure 12 reveals that the percent change of the average value of KAM increases from −10.7%
at 1.0 T to 5.88% at 2.5 T. The dislocation decreases at lower magnetic fields such as 1.0 T and 1.3 T,
while it increases at higher magnetic fields such as 2.0 T and 2.5 T. The reason is that dislocations are
scattered because the depinning of dislocations is more likely to happen and magnetostriction provides
extra energy for dislocation motion. Therefore, the dislocation densities decrease. If the intensities of
magnetic fields increase, the distance of the dislocation motion would increase, resulting in the new
sources of dislocations [11]. Therefore, the dislocation densities increase.
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4.2. Mechanism of Residual Stress Change

Figure 12 shows that the trend of percent change of compressive residual stress is like the trend
of percent change of KAM. The compressive residual stress decreases about 15.8% at 1.0 T, while it
increases about 18.2% at 2.5 T. It decreases at lower magnetic fields such as 1.0 T and 1.3 T, while it
increases at higher magnetic fields such as 2.0 T and 2.5 T.

The reason is that the dislocation slip, dislocation creep, grain boundary sliding, or diffusion
creep could transform elastic residual strains into microplastic strains. The residual stress relaxation
could occur [38]. If the residual stress remains the same during the treatment, excess dislocations must
escape at the surface or dislocations’ annihilation must occur inside the sample [39]. Therefore, the
change of dislocation is accompanied by the change of residual stress.

4.3. Mechanism of Hardness Change

As shown in Figures 10 and 12, the average value of hardness decreases about 3.5% at 1.0 T and
1.3 T. With the increments of magnetic field intensities, the hardness of treated samples increases.
It essentially remains unchanged at 2.0 T and 2.5 T.

In engineering, hardness is usually defined in terms of resistance of the material to penetration
by a hard ball or point [40].The high hardness of the quenched and tempered high-carbon steel is
the result of its martensitic structure [41]. Martensitic steels possess high deformation resistance
owing to hardening by dislocations and precipitates. The dislocations in martensitic steels are divided
into two types, firstly as individual (free dislocations) and secondly as two-dimensional dislocation
networks [42].
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Two-dimensional dislocation networks impede the movement of dislocations during elastic and
plastic deformation. When this Cr4Mo4V steel is magnetic treated, two-dimensional dislocations
are scattered and dislocations’ annihilation will happen because the depinning of dislocations [11].
Therefore, both the dislocation density and hardness decreases, such as 1.0 and 1.3 T. When the
intensities of magnetic fields increase, the distance of dislocation motion would increase, resulting
in the new sources of dislocations. These new dislocations are individual, so-called free dislocations.
Free dislocations are pinned by solute atoms or carbides during movement, thereby strengthening the
steel. With the resolution of the two-dimensional dislocation networks, even if the free dislocations
increase, causing the increments of dislocation density, the hardness does not increase, or it is a little
lower than untreated at 2.0 T and 2.5 T.

5. Conclusions

The present work focused on dislocation, residual stress, and hardness evolution in Cr4Mo4V
steel under treatment of pulsed magnetic fields of different intensities. The results can be concluded
as follows.

(1) The dislocation decreases at lower magnetic fields such as 1.0 T and 1.3 T, while it increases at
higher magnetic fields such as 2.0 T and 2.5 T. For example, the percent change of the average value of
KAM increases from −10.7% at 1.0 T to 5.88% at 2.5 T.

(2) The change law of compressive residual stress is the same as the dislocation. It decreases about
15.8% at 1.0 T, while it increases about 18.2% at 2.5 T.

(3) The average value of hardness decreases about 3.5% at 1.0 T and 1.3 T. With the increment of
magnetic intensities, the hardness of treated samples increases and remains unchanged at 2.0 and 2.5 T.

(4) The mechanism of dislocation movement under treatment of pulsed magnetic fields is discussed:
(1) Transformation of electron in the pinning area from singlet state to triplet state is accelerated,
and then vacancy or impurity atoms are easier to move. Therefore, under the action of the original
stress field, the depinning of dislocations could occur. (2) Magnetostriction provides extra energy for
dislocation motion.
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